
After picking out a book, you need to find a comfortable place to enjoy 
it. Our Reading Coves provide the perfect place for students to escape 
the world for a moment and have some quiet time. The combination of 
colorful shelving and a soft, inviting seat will make this a favorite spot in 
your learning environment. 

Curl up with a bookCurl up with a book

Reading CoveReading Cove
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Specifications

2 Shelves and upright panels are constructed of 1” thick 
veneer cores with .05” thick, horizontal grade, high 
pressure laminates.

3 Bottom frame constructed of ¾” thick veneer core 
panels, with a laminated 4”H toe kick face. Hex head 
bolts pass through holes in the bottom frame and into 
threaded inserts in the upright panels, for a metal to 
metal hardware connection. 

4 Exposed edges are banded using 3 mm PVC edging. 
PVC edges are eased to a 1/8” radius to remove sharp 
edges. 

4 3” thick, foam cushions with polyester fabric or easy-to-
clean vinyl upholstery. 

5 Top frames are connected to the shelving uprights with 
metal cleats. Connector bolts pass through holes in the 
metal cleats and into threaded inserts in the uprights 
and top panels, for a metal to metal hardware connec-
tion. 

1 Top panels and bottom frames are internal (captured 
by upright panels). These panels are constructed of 1” 
thick veneer cores with .05” thick, horizontal grade, high 
pressure laminates.
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Product # Description Base Shelf # Adj. Shelf # Height Width Depth

CV-C505042 Curved Reading Cove 5 6 42" 50”  50” 

CV-S634442 Straight Reading Cove 6 6 42" 63”  44” 

Reading Cove Options
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